Warning…everything below here is a form of poison
T-Mobile has launched nationwide 5G. Here’s what that means

https://www.cnn.com/2019/12/03/tech/tmobile-5g/index.html

*Jeromy Johnson is an expert in mitigating the negative impacts of Electromagnetic Field (EMF)*
exposure. He has a leading website on the topic and consults with individuals, families and organizations around the world to implement solutions that reduce and eliminate EMF pollution. Jeromy has an advanced degree in Civil Engineering and has worked in Silicon Valley for 15 years. After becoming what medical doctors call “Electro-hypersensitive” (EHS) in 2011 after extensive exposure to EMF radiation, he embarked on a journey of regaining his own health and educating others to critically evaluate theirs.

Trump signs executive order declaring Judaism a nationality. You should be alarmed.

‘But the right which the Indians held was only that of occupancy. The fee was in the United States, subject to that right, and could be transferred by them whenever they chose. The grantee, it is true, would take only the naked fee, and could not disturb the occupancy of the Indians; that occupancy could only be interfered with or determined by the United States. It is to be presumed that in this matter the United States would be governed by such considerations of justice as would control a Christian people in their treatment of an ignorant and dependent race. Be that is it may, the propriety or justice of their action towards the Indians with respect to their lands is a question of governmental policy, and is not a matter open to discussion in a controversy between third parties, neither of whom derives title from the Indians.’ (in bold my highlight)

…from the Lone Wolf vs Hitchcock decision the established Congresses plenary power over Native Americans…if you are other than christian you are ignorant and dependent race…
Impeachment

No One Is Above the Law

…the democrats are being polite and kind, maybe humanly so, the articles of impeachment spell out Treason…”or adheres to their enemies”…

While Russian foreign minister visited Trump, Moscow Mitch’s minions blocked election security bill

…repeat, “or adheres to their enemies” and you think your vote matters?…

‘He Is Planning to Rig the Impeachment Trial’: McConnell Vows ‘Total Coordination’ With Trump on Senate Process

“The jury—Senate Republicans—are going to coordinate with the defendant—Donald Trump—on how exactly the kangaroo court is going to be run.”


…well now, it sure appears that Fascism has won and a King will be installed to be dictator over and above the Law and the Constitution…is that what you want America?…
Trump Administration To Kick Nearly 700,000 Off Food Stamps

THIS IS EVIL!

700K will lose SNAP benefits under new WH rule—WH argues impeachment ‘isn’t putting food on table’

Jet stream changes may hit global breadbaskets

Jet stream changes may hit global breadbaskets

...this stinks of Blackmail...

Ben Carson has been illegally withholding aid to Puerto Rico for months

...large doses of chocolate do not aide in this depression, I’ve tried...

If you are poor and disabled, how can they vote Trump back in? Look folks..front page MSN

No need to say much..You poor cultish people….READ for Goodness sake.

BE VERY AFRAID!

www.msn.com/...

The Trump administration is proposing changes to Social Security that could terminate disability payments to hundreds of thousands of Americans, particularly older people and children.
The new rule would change aspects of disability reviews — the methods by which the Social Security Administration determines whether a person continues to qualify for benefits. Few recipients are aware of the proposal, which is open for public comment through January.

These Trump voters and legislator defenders are putting people in their graves.

OMG…That is all I can say.

When you get your SS small COLA notice this year in the mail..READ the very first line. It says something I have never read before. **IF YOU ARE RETIREMENT AGE IN 2020..you will be able to keep all of your social security benefit if you work..otherwise if not retirement age, you won’t. It specifically said RETIREMENT AGE**

…This is what a King can do, a dictator…you are expendable, disposable…Get It Yet?…

…we have forgotten 3-11-2011
R…Climate Emergency pg18- Ocean Heat from Nuke Puke Fuku

…thank you Greta for talking about the poison…
Greta Thunberg denounces world leaders' "creative PR" in cli…